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ABSTRACT: 

 

Laser scanner generated point cloud and photogrammetric imagery are complimentary data for many applications and services. 

Misalignment between imagery and point cloud data is a common problem, which causes to inaccurate products and procedures. In 

this paper, a novel strategy is proposed for coarse to fine registration between close-range imagery and terrestrial laser scanner point 

cloud data. In such a case, tie points are extracted and matched from photogrammetric imagery and preprocessing is applied on 

generated tie points to eliminate non-robust ones. At that time, for every tie point, two neighbor pixels are selected and matched in 

all overlapped images. After that, coarse interior orientation parameters (IOPs) and exterior orientation parameters (EOPs) of the 

images are employed to reconstruct object space points of the tie point and its two neighbor pixels. Then, corresponding nearest 

points to the object space photogrammetric points are estimated in the point cloud data. Estimated three point cloud points are used 

to calculate a plane and its normal vector. Theoretically, every object space tie point should be located on the aforementioned plane, 

which is used as conditional equation alongside the collinearity equation to fine register the photogrammetric imagery network. 

Attained root mean square error (RMSE) results on check points, have been shown less than 2.3 pixels, which shows the accuracy, 

completeness and robustness of the proposed method. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Photogrammetry and computer vision are the main data 

providers for municipalities, mapping systems, urban services. 

Images are widely employed to generate 2D/3D information for 

decades to the various applications: 3D modelling (Remondino 

and El-Hakim 2006), urban object detection (Eslami and 

Mohammadzadeh 2017), building extraction (Dornaika et al. 

2016) and so on.  

Laser scanners [Aerial, terrestrial and mobile mapping] are the 

other source of the data providers, which are directly gathering 

the multi reflected point cloud, intensity images. Many methods 

have been developed to process the point cloud, as 3D building 

roof reconstruction (Salehi and Mohammadzadeh 2017), objects 

facet 3D modelling (Xu et al. 2018), point cloud segmentation 

and classification (Grilli, Menna, and Remondino 2017; 

Runceanu et al. 2017). 

Plenty of research proves that imagery and point cloud datasets 

are complimentary (Abayowa, Yilmaz, and Hardie 2015). 

Inaccurate calibration and estimation of the interior orientation 

parameters (IOPs) and exterior orientation parameters (EOPs) 

between imagery and point cloud datasets leads to failure of the 

fine registration and alignment. To overcome such a 

misalignment variety of methods have been proposed, which 

can be categorized to groups as fallow.  

Statistical/area based methods: these procedures 

(Omidalizarandi and Neumann 2015) are looking to find 

maximum statistical similarity between regular form or intensity 

images of the point cloud data and imagery dataset . Mutual 

information is a common method to calculate the statistical 

similarity of the point cloud and imagery dataset for EOPs 

estimation (Parmehr et al. 2014). Coherent Differences between 

imagery and point cloud data is an important problem, which 

makes the statistical methods unusual for fine registration.  

Multi-view based Methods: multi-view based approaches 

typically convert 2D-3D alignment issue into a 3D-3D. 

Commonly, SFM and MVS methods are applied on imagery 

data and dense point cloud is formed. then, the well-known 

iterative closest point (ICP) method is employed to estimate fine 

transformation parameters between imagery and point cloud 

data (Yang and Chen 2015). 

Feature based methods: these types of strategies are using 

extracted and matched point (corner and blob points) (Huang, 

Zheng, and Hu 2018; Mishra and Zhang 2012), line/edge 

(Barsai et al. 2017) and plane/surface (Safdarinezhad, 

Mokhtarzade, and Valadan Zoej 2016) as corresponding 

features to fine register imagery and point cloud data. Point and 

line feature based approaches main complexity is to find 

corresponding ones from imagery and point cloud data. 

In this paper, a novel strategy is developed to overcome 

aforementioned methods imperfection. As a main motivation, 

we are consuming non corresponding features [points, lines and 

planes] between photogrammetric imagery and point cloud 

datasets for coarse to fine registration. In such a case, proposed 

strategy using tie points of the photogrammetric imagery and 

converting it to object space points. Theoretically, these points 

should be as possible as close to the point cloud data if the IOPs 

and EOPs of the imagery network to be correct. By considering 

such an assumption, conditional equation beside to the 

collinearity equations, enforcing object space photogrammetric 

points to lie on the point cloud estimated differential planes to 

estimate correct IOPs and EOPs of the imagery data.       
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2. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

We developed a novel strategy to fine register the 

photogrammetric imagery and laser scanner point cloud data. 

Figure 1, illustrates the proposed strategy.   

  

 

Figure 1. Flowchart of the proposed method  

On the photogrammetric imageries corresponding tie points 

based on well-known scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) 

(Lowe 2004) method are extracted and matched. Then, in the 

preprocessing step, two groups of the tie points are removed. 

first, corresponding tie points which are matched in only two 

images. Second, tie points which are placed in the gap area 

(empty of the generated points) of the point cloud dataset.  

At that, for each persisted tie point, two neighbor pixels are 

selected and matched by least square matching (LSM) method 

in all coverage images, while these neighbor pixels and tie point 

are not located on a line. After that, initial coarse IOPs and 

EOPs of the images are employed to reconstruct object space 

coordinates of the tie point and its two neighbor pixels. The 

output of the method until this step is three object space 

photogrammetric points.  

 Then, nearest point to each object space photogrammetric 

points is estimated in the point cloud data. Estimated three point 

cloud points are used to calculate a plane and its normal vector 

(NV). There is a a fundamental geometric relationship for a 

plane, that the NV and directional vector (DV) will have a dot 

product of zero.  

 

 

(1) 

Theoretically, every object space tie point should be located on 

the aforementioned plane (Figure 2), which is used as 

conditional equation (equation (1)) alongside the collinearity 

equation. Finally, least square adjustment (LSA) has been 

applied. 

where TP and P0 are the object space tie point coordinate and its 

corresponding nearest point cloud point. x, y are image 

coordinate of the tie point and x0, y0, ∆x, ∆y and f are the IOPs. 

s, r and q are the equations which containing EOPs and object 

space coordinate of the tie point. 

   

 

Figure 2. object space tie point and point cloud differential 

plane (left) and  point cloud plane, DV, NV (right),  

3. IMPLEMENTATION RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

A part of our close-range laboratory of photogrammetry is 

captured with 14 coverage images by Canon 7D (Figure 3). 

Also, the data contains ScanStation2 laser scanner point cloud 

data. Further information about our dataset is illustrated in 

Table 1. 

 
Sensor 

Type 

Distance to 

Object (m) 

Focal 

Length (mm) 
GSD (m) 

Point 

density (m2) 

Camera 4-6 24 0.001 - 

Laser scanner 5-6 - - 180000 

Table 1. Dataset specialization  

4084 initial corresponding tie points are estimated by 

implementation of the SIFT descriptor. A number of the tie 

points reduced to 1220 points by removing two image ones. 

Also, we removed the tie points of the point cloud gap area and 

final number of the corresponding tie points decreased to 921 

points. Figure 4 shows the initial generated and final processed 

tie points.   

 

 
Figure 3. test scene (left) and check points location (right) 
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 After preprocessing step, observation equations: point to the 

plane conditional equation and collinearity equations for each 

tie point are formed and LSA is done.  

 

 
Figure 4. before (top) and after (bottom) preprocessing the 

corresponding tie points 

  

Check points are used to assess the developed strategy. Four 

well distributed check points are shown in figure 3 (right). 

Selected check points are simply recognizable and identifiable 

in the imagery data and also in the point cloud data. Table 2 

shows the average, root mean square error (RMSE) and 

maximum error for initial coarse and final fine registration on 

the check points.    

 

Error type  
Coarse registration accuracy (pixel) 

Maximum error Average error  RMSE 

Total (XYZ) 39.04 29.67 30.60 

 

Error type  
Fine registration accuracy (pixel) 

Maximum error Average error  RMSE 

Total (XYZ) 2.51 2.15 2.25 

Table 2. average, RMSE and maximum errors before and after 

applying developed method  

 

The total RMSE of the initial coarse registration is 30.60 pixels 

which is decreased to 2.25 pixels. Average registration accuracy 

decreased to 2.15 pixels. Furthermore, maximum error on the 

check point C4 equals to 2.51 pixels. As an overall result, 

horizontal result of the photogrammetric network is more 

accurate than vertical one.  

A comparison between coarse and fine registration accuracies 

on the check points is illustrated in figure 5. Initial course 

registration accuracy of the all check points is larger than 19 

pixels, while by applying the developed strategy the accuracy is 

decreased under 3 pixels. Maximum and minimum check point 

accuracy is decreased from 39.05 and 19.32 pixels to the value 

of 2.51 and 1.91 pixels respectively.  

By consuming point cloud accurate and precise, the 

enforcement of the photogrammetric tie points to be located on 

the differential plane as conditional equation makes registration 

more accurate. The obtained results have been proved the 

ability of the developed strategy. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. comparison between coarse and fine registration 

accuracies on the check points 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Misalignment and non-accurate calibration of the imagery and 

point cloud datasets leads to unreliable productions and 

services. To address such an issue in this paper a novel feature 

based strategy is developed. Our method not only needs non 

direct corresponding features between imagery and point cloud 

datasets, but also employs both tie (imagery) and plane (point 

cloud) features.  

To reach such a strategy, the tie points extracting from 

photogrammetric images are preprocessed and non-robust ones 

have been removed. After that, two neighbor pixels for each one 

of the tie points are estimated and by photogrammetric 

intersection their object space coordinates are estimated. Then, 

three photogrammetric points have been used to estimate 

nearest point cloud points. After that, three point cloud points 

are used to estimate a plane and NVs. Every object space tie 

point should be located on its corresponding point cloud 

differential plane. This concept is used as conditional equation 

beside the collinearity equation based on LSA for fine 

registration.   

Achieved RMSE results on the four well distributed check 

points, have been shown less than 2.3 pixels. Such a result 

proves the robustness, high accuracy, automation and 

practicality of the developed strategy. In future works, line and 
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plane features will be added to our analyzed for fine 

registration.   
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